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This tutorial will teach you how to use Photoshop to create and manipulate images as the title suggests, and the final image you make can become your own eye-catching ad, poster, or even app icon. The Final Image In this Photoshop tutorial, we will make a poster from scratch, beginning with the basic concept of light and shadow, and ending with the finished piece. This tutorial
teaches you how to create and manipulate images as the title suggests, and the final image you make can become your own eye-catching ad, poster, or even app icon. To get started, you will need a copy of Photoshop CS6. For this tutorial, we will use the default Photoshop CS6 templates, but you can use your own artwork or templates. Getting Set Up We'll start with a background
canvas, a rounded corner frame, and some basic tools to work with the image. You can use any image size you like, but for this tutorial we will use a size of 7 inches by 9.5 inches. These dimensions will help fit the image into most standard poster frames. Step 1 Step 2 Make sure that the background image you selected is the active layer. Choose Image > Canvas Size, and enter 7. In
Inches, enter 9.5, and in Pixels, enter 2000x3000. This will enlarge the canvas so that you can work with the artwork. In Photoshop, you can create layers by pressing the letter L or choosing Layer > New > Layer from the main menu. Select Layer 1, and rename it Background from the Layers palette. Step 3 Create the rounded border shape by selecting the Rectangle Tool, pressing r
or cmdR, and drawing a rectangle that is roughly 4 inches by 2 inches. Press Shift to constrain the size, and click and drag outwards to set the corners of the rounded shape. Step 4 Double-click on the corner circle to get rid of it. With Layer 1, select the Magic Wand Tool, press Shift, and click the edge of the rounded shape to select both of the rounded corners. If you want to remove
all of the selected edges, choose Remove > Back. Step 5 Click and drag upwards to create the shadow by selecting the Brush Tool, choosing Round, and making a new round selection. Set the Opacity to 50% (see Adjuster Bar in the
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Read also: What is Photoshop for Mac? Photoshop Elements Adobe Photoshop Express Photoshop Express is a free mobile app that helps you to edit and create images. It has the same interface and most of the same tools as Photoshop Elements. You can also use Express to share images, create photo collages, enjoy fun times with friends and cool family moments, use the speech
bubble tool, and much more. It also has the ability to upload to Google Play directly from the app, so no need for a computer. Features of Photoshop Express: Create & edit photos Cam HDR, Create a new HDR image, convert, Edit Live filters and special effects Interface, 20-second video camera effects, virtual video tripod, 50 frames per second, gifs, video effects, stitched, and
many others Design and enhance, online video editing, and short video maker tools Share photos on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and more Fun times with friends, animated emoji, and cool stories with friends Healing brush, photo recovery, and much more Saving is quick and easy and has iCloud support Fonts, resizing, vectorize, and more Save and save in Creative Cloud to edit
anywhere Features of Adobe Photoshop Express: Create and edit photos Cam HDR, Lens blur, Lightroom filter, Stiched video, and many others Editing and enhance, automatic lighting, presets, resizing, warping, makeovers, and others Share photos and videos on social media, animate, create funny photos, and so on Fun with friends, Snapchat, stickers, and much more Healing
brush, selective color, and much more Saving and sharing is quick and easy and supports iCloud Fonts, resizing, vectorize, and more You can download Adobe Photoshop Express or update Photoshop Express to the latest version from the Google Play Store, or Apple App Store. Adobe Photoshop Adobe Photoshop CS6 Adobe Photoshop CS6 includes all the features of Photoshop
Elements 12 and Photoshop CS5 along with a few new features that you should consider. It gives you a powerful photo editing and retouching tool that can help you to edit your photos and make them look more professional. In addition, it also includes many new features such as Photoshop Smart Shar 05a79cecff
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from unittest import TestCase from urllib.parse import quote from openid.consumer.util.consumer_base import ConsumerBase from mock import patch, MagicMock, patch_object from urllib.parse import unquote class MockProvider(ConsumerBase): def get_openid_url(self, identifier, *args, **kwargs): identifier = 'username' if identifier!= 'username': raise
ValueError("Unexpected identifier %r provided" % identifier) else: return "mock://" + quote(identifier) + "/v1/cps", {} class MockConsumer(ConsumerBase): def get_openid_url(self, identifier, *args, **kwargs): identifier = 'username' if identifier!= 'username': raise ValueError("Unexpected identifier %r provided" % identifier) else: return "mock://" + quote(identifier) + "/v1/cps",
{} class TestOpenIDConsumer(TestCase): def setUp(self): mock_provider = MagicMock() mock_consumer = MagicMock() self.consumer = MockConsumer(mock_provider, mock_consumer) self.consumer.provider = mock_provider self.consumer.consumer = mock_consumer patch_object(MockProvider, 'get_openid_url', MagicMock(), create=True)
patch_object(MockConsumer, 'get_openid_url', MagicMock(),
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Intel to invest $5B in data centres Intel Corp has told the Financial Times it plans to double its investment in data centres to nearly $5 billion over the next three years. The world’s largest chip manufacturer plans to equip facilities with 100 gigabits per second of bandwidth and open source their hardware, software and cloud services, with the aim of competing with Amazon.com,
Microsoft Corp and Google. Leveraging the data centre infrastructure will be a key way Intel takes on Amazon and other cloud providers, research director Gartner Inc said. But the most likely alternative to such a cloud is the “hybrid cloud”, in which a third-party provider offers cloud computing services that can be accessed by users at any time via their own computer. Intel has
invested $1.5 billion in building data centres since 2007, including two in Ireland and four in the US – with a total power consumption of 72 megawatts – and over the coming three years plans to double that investment. Intel was not commenting on what proportion of the investment will be in the US, where it has four data centres and plans to build more, but did say it plans to build
facilities in Europe and Asia. Intel is building its largest data centre in Singapore, where it has the largest business outside the US. “Data centres are the next generation cloud. [To enter] the cloud you need a platform, and Intel is moving into this with a well-established and fully tested product,” said Mark Papermaster, Intel’s vice president of Data Centers and Interconnects, at the
Agile 2016 conference on Wednesday. He said Intel had built a data centre in Europe “for a similar cost to the US, and the power consumption is a tenth of that in the US”. Last week, Intel unveiled its new Cascade Lake chip family, which is aimed at server chipmakers and cloud users. They are the successor to the chips launched in 2015, the Skylake series, which Intel said could
increase the performance of applications such as Hadoop and Apache Spark by up to 35 percent. The new Intel chips are based on a 14nm FinFet process that has enabled a 25 percent improvement in transistor density and the company’s move to a 14nm process is aimed at reducing power consumption. Intel’s move into the data centre includes a partnership with US hosting company
Endurance International, which
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Recommended: Minimum: CPU: 2.0 GHz Memory: 2GB Graphics: 128 MB Operating System: Win 8.1 64 bit Hard Disk Space: 10 GB DirectX: Version 9.0 What's new in version 1.0: - full update support - full support of D3D9 and D3D10 - improvements and optimization - (x)Formats: MP3, OGG, WAV, WMA, A
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